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9.0.0.2.20120627.2.874785
DATA USE AGREEMENT (DUA) LIMITED DATA SET (LDS) REUSE FORM
Reuse: If you are currently in possession of CMS data covered under an active DUA, you may request a new DUA to “reuse” that data for a new research project.  Data files being reused for a new project will not be resent to the requester and are not subject to data fees (DUA processing fees still apply).
 
Please complete this form if you are:
Adding Reuse files to a new DUAAdding Reuse files to an existing DUA 
Please note this form is for Reuse files ONLY.  To have copies of LDS files shipped to you, please use the LDS Worksheet.  For information and forms related to creating or updating LDS DUAs, please visit https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Files-for-Order/Data-Disclosures-Data-Agreements/DUA_-_NewLDS.html
 
INSTRUCTIONS:
Add your name.If updating an existing DUA, add DUA number.  Otherwise leave blank.Information on the files your are adding:The DUA number you are reusing from.The file name you are reusing.The file version (annual, quarterly, N/A) you are reusing.The start and end year you are reusing from.Your signature.The date you completed the form.
YOUR NAME:
DUA NUMBER
REUSE FROM         
FILE NAME
FILE VERSION
YEAR(S)
SIGNATURE
DATE
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